Abstract-The EENCL algorithm [1] has been proposed as a method for designing neural network ensembles for classification tasks, combining global evolution with a local search based on gradient descent. Two mechanisms encourage diversity: Negative Correlation Learning (NCL) and implicit fitness sharing. In order to better understand the success of EENCL, this work replaces speciation by fitness sharing with an island model population structure. We find that providing a population structure that allows for diversity to emerge, rather than enforcing diversity through a similarity penalty in the fitness evaluation, we are able to produce more accurate ensembles, since a more diverse population does not necessarily lead to a more accurate ensemble.
I. INTRODUCTION
One approach to the design of accurate and diverse ensembles is the Evolutionary Ensembles with Negative Correlation Learning (EENCL) algorithm [1] . Unlike many other ensemble methods, the individual networks are trained in parallel, rather than independently or sequentially. Individual networks learn by Negative Correlation Learning (NCL) [2] and evolutionary learning [3] . Diversity amongst the final population is eforced through the negative correlation of the individual networks' outputs and through speciation by implicit fitness sharing [4] [5] .
EENCL [1] proved successful on a small number of problems in comparison to other learning algorithms. However, little work has been carried out to analyse why EENCL is effective. Specifically, little analysis has been undertaken to understand the effectiveness of implicit fitness sharing in the algorithm. This paper extends our earlier work [6] on the effectiveness of NCL in the local search of the algorithm and examines the behaviour of the algorithm when implicit fitness sharing is replaced by an island model of subpopulations. Previously we showed that the effectiveness of diversity creation in the local search of the algorithm was negated by the diversity creation of implicit fitness sharing. By replacing implicit fitness sharing we find that we can significantly improve the accuracy of the algorithm on most of the tested datasets. We suggest that this improvement is possible since the new algorithm allows diverse subpopulations to emerge, without enforcing a pre-defined view Pete on the nature of that diversity. It is not the intention of this work to provide detailed comparisons with other learning algorithms, since this was undertaken with EENCL in Liu and Yao's original work [1] . Here we examine an alternative speciation technique to show that EENCL can be further improved. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to combine NCL with an island model population structure.
Negative Correlation Learning (NCL) was first proposed by Liu [2] as a means to generate an ensemble of neural networks, whose outputs would be negatively correlated. The networks are trained simultaneously and a penalty term is included during training to encourage the formation of decorrelated networks. Conventional Backpropagation is used to train the network but the error to be minimised is now [7] :
where AE is number of training patterns, is the error of network , ´Òµ is the output of network on pattern Ò, ´Òµ is the target output, is the strength of penalty parameter and Ô ´Òµ is the penalty term, defined for noiseless data as:
Ô ´Òµ ´ ´Òµ ´Òµµ ´ ´Òµ ´Òµµ NCL seeks to exploit a feature of the bias-variancecovariance decomposition of generalisation error that both bias (squared) and variance are by definition positive, but covariance can be negative:
where × is the average bias of the networks in the ensemble, Ú Ö the average variance, ÓÚ Ö the average covariance and Å is the number of networks. Reducing the covariance term may however increase the bias term, so NCL seeks to minimise a trade-off between accuracy and negative correlation (diversity).
Liu [7] found that NCL was capable of producing biased individual networks whose errors tend to be negatively correlated on both classification and regression tasks. Brown examined NCL in the wider context of diversity creation techniques, explored bounds on the penalty strength parameter [8] [9] , and also found that NCL is most effective with less complex networks [10] . Islam of a constructive approach to ensemble design, as well as providing a new version of the penalty strength parameter [11] . The communication costs of NCL have also been reduced through the use of Correlation-Corrected Data [12] . Negative Correlation Learning has also been applied to the creation of fuzzy rules [13] .
Evolutionary learning is a population-based approach to solving learning problems. Often the aim is to evolve a single learner, but selecting a single best solution is dependent on the existence of an accurate means of fitness evaluation. In supervised learning tasks the best we can ever obtain is an estimate of how good our learner is based on the performance over the training set (or perhaps a validation set). Since performance over these sets is often a noisy indicator of generalisation performance, especially in the case of overfitting, we are not able to reliably choose the 'best' individual from a population. In fact, Yao showed that a better result can be obtained if we use a number (or even all) of the final population to form an ensemble of learners, as there is more information in the final population than in any single individual [14] . Evolution is also a means to evolve more than the weights of a pre-defined neural architecture: the architecture can itself be evolved [3] .
However, the nature of the evolutionary process is such that the population will tend to converge towards similar solutions, as the genetic material of successful individuals is re-used repeatedly to form the new members of the population. In contrast, ensembles are most effective when their members are both accurate and diverse. One mechanism that has been developed to enable evolution to find a diverse set of solutions is speciation through fitness-sharing, originally developed as a means to solve multi-modal optimisation problems through evolution, where a traditional evolutionary approach is liable to concentrate solely on the global maxima [4] [5] . Each local maxima is considered to be a niche in the fitness landscape, and fitness sharing encourages different 'species' to evolve, each exploiting a particular niche. Each niche will support a number of individuals proportional to the fitness of that niche. The search for a diverse set of accurate networks can be seen as searching for individual networks that occupy different niches in the fitness space.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: section II describes the algorithms used in this work; section III describes the experiments conducted; section IV provides our results; section V conludes the paper and indicates possible future work.
II. ALGORITHMS EENCL uses partial training with the Negative Correlation Learning (NCL) algorithm alongside an evolutionary process to form a population of neural networks suitable for combination into an ensemble [1] . EENCL exploits two mechanisms to ensure that the final networks are both accurate and diverse. Firstly, NCL encourages the negative correlation of the outputs of the networks in the population. Secondly the fitness of individuals in the population is evaluated with implicit fitness sharing [15] based on the coverage of patterns in the training set. Either the entire final population is used to form the ensemble or some subset. In all of the experiments in this paper the entire final population is used. The outputs of the individual networks are combined by either a simple average, majority vote or a winner-takes-all procedure.
The algorithm proceeds according to the following steps [1] :
1) An initial population (Å ) is trained for a small number of epochs (Ò ) according to the NCL algorithm.
2) Ò parents are randomly selected from Å, according to a uniform distribution.
3) Ò parents' weights are mutated, by Gaussian mutation N(0,1) to form Ò offspring. 4) Ò offspring are added to population and trained for e epochs, holding the weights of Å fixed.
5) Fitness of all Å · Ò individuals evaluated using a fitness sharing scheme based on the coverage of training patterns.
6) Fittest Å individuals from current population Å ·Ò selected for next generation. 7) If the total number of generations reached, go to step 8, otherwise go to 2. 8) Combine the population into an ensemble. Our implementation of the EENCL algorithm differs from Liu's in one respect: we use an amended derivative of the penalty term. Islam et al [11] , and later Brown [8] , showed that Liu's derivation of the error from equation (1) where is now used in place of as the penalty strength, to distinguish it from Liu's derivation. Conversion from one value to another is possible by means of the equality
The learning rate is set to 0.1 and the NCL penalty term is set at 0.390625 in EENCL and 0.46875 in INCL, in an attempt to provide a comparison to the lambda value of 0.75 in Liu's original experiments [1] , according to the equivalence provided in equation 3. The raw fitness of an individual is converted to an implicit shared fitness according to:
where × Ö is the shared fitness, Ò is the training pattern and Ô Ò is the number of individuals in the population that correctly classify pattern Ò. This differs from explicit fitness sharing where a sharing radius must be defined to determine if two individuals will share their fitness. We also introduce a new algorithm, based on EENCL without implicit fitness sharing. Instead the population is divided into sub-populations according to the island model [16] . We term this new algorithm INCL (Island model with Negative Correlation Learning). Each sub-population then evolves in isolation. Migration can occur according to some criteria from one population to another. Such parallel evolutionary algorithms have been used to produce more efficient evolution and also to maintain a diverse set of solutions in numerous studies [17] .
INCL differs from EENCL in the following ways. In our implementation, the overall population is divided into equal sized sub-populations. Offspring are trained using NCL to decorrelate their outputs from the other members of the same sub-population. No migration takes place between sub-populations. Fitness is evaluated on raw classification accuracies, with no implicit fitness sharing. At the end of the evolutionary process, the sub-populations are merged into a single ensemble.
III. EXPERIMENTS WITH BENCHMARK DATASETS
Liu and Yao [1] showed that the combination of evolution with fitness-sharing and NCL could produce very competitive results in comparison to a number of other classification techniques. Our previous work [6] examined the importance of NCL in the algorithm and found that fitness sharing was the most important factor in determining the diversity and accuracy of the algorithm on the datasets we tested. Here we examine whether it is possible to improve on the performance of EENCL by replacing fitness sharing with a sub-population model (INCL) as an alternative method for encouraging speciation, to test whether fitness sharing is integral to EENCL's performance.
We applied the EENCL and INCL algorithms to four datasets (Australian Credit Card, Pima Indian Diabetes, Heart Disease and Wisconsin Breast Cancer) over 30 independent runs. All of these datasets are available by anonymous ftp from the UCI Machine Learning Repository at ics.uci.edu (128.195.1.1) in directory /pub/machine-learning-databases. Each set was equally divided into a training, validation and testing set. The validation set is not used in these experiments. Each network learns the same training set. The results of all 30 runs on the test set are averaged to approximate the generalisation error of the resulting ensembles.
Three different combination schemes are tested: a simple average, majority vote and winner-takes-all. In each case the classification accuracy is shown in table I.
The EENCL algorithm was implemented as described by Liu et al [1] . The initial population is a set of randomly initialised MLP's with full connection and a single hidden layer of 5 nodes. Output nodes are encoded using a 1-of-c scheme and all nodes are sigmoidal logistic of the form ´Üµ ½ ½ · ÜÔ´ Üµ where Ü is the input to the node, and ´Üµ is the output of the node. The node with the highest output is considered to be the classification of the network. The initial population Å is set to 25, and the number of offspring per generation, Ò , is 2.
The population is allowed to evolve for 200 generations. Both the initial population and offspring are trained for 5 epochs, Ò . The learning rate is set to 0.1 and the networks are trained using mean-square-error. The NCL penalty term is set at 0.390625, in an attempt to provide a comparison to the value of 0.75 in Liu's original experiments [1] , according to the equivalence provided in equation 3.. This is identical to the experimental setup described by Liu and Yao, arrived at in the original study after limited experimentation [1] .
The parameters for INCL are identical to EENCL except that the overall population of 25 is now arbitrarily divided into 5 sub-populations, each with 5 individuals. In this implementation no migration occurs between the subpopulations. It is also worth noting that no attempt has been made to tune the parameters of INCL in order to achieve optimal performance.
IV. RESULTS

A. Classification Accuracy
Classification accuracies for EENCL and INCL can be found in table I. Ensemble outputs are obtained using either simple-average (AVG), majority vote (MAJ) or winner-takesall (WTA) combination scheme. Using a Student t-test with a 1% confidence interval, INCL has significantly better performance for AVG and MAJ combinations on the Breast Cancer and Heart Disease sets and WTA on the Australian Credit Card datasets (table II) . For all other comparisons, no significant difference was found though in each case INCL had a higher accuracy, and in no comparison was EENCL significantly better than INCL.
By replacing fitness sharing in EENCL with an alternative diversity creation technique during global evoultion, classifcation accuracy can be significantly improved for some problems, without significant reduction in others. Our earlier work [6] showed that fitness sharing negates the effects of NCL in EENCL on the problems we tested, and was clearly the most significant aspect of EENCL. This work suggests that the algorithm can be further improved if fitness sharing is replaced by a more suitable speciation technique, such as the island model in INCL. Table III gives the average pair-wise correlation between the networks in the ensembles, averaged over the output nodes and 30 runs. The results for the Breast Cancer and Diabetes datasets are significantly different, based on a Student t-test with a 1% confidence interval (table IV) . For the Breast Cancer dataset, a lower correlation was found with the INCL ensemble over the EENCL, but for the Diabetes dataset the opposite is true. This is not surprising since both EENCL and INCL attempt to decorrelate the outputs of the networks. However, INCL only decorrelates within a subpopulation, and so there is no guarantee that two networks from different sub-populations will be decorrelated. Further analysis would be interesting to see how correlation differs as the number of sub-populations changes, and also how the correlation in a particular sub-population is affected. It is expected that smaller sub-populations will lead to a lower sub-population correlation, but that this may lead to a higher population correlation, since each network is decorrelated from fewer other networks. Correlation amongst the final population is significant since the concept that decorrelated (and accurate) networks will reduce generalisation error is the theoretical underpinning for Negative Correlation Learning. NCL attempts to manage the trade off between reducing the bias and covariance terms of the bias-variance-covariance trade-off (equation 2) [18] . Our results show that for different problems EENCL and INCL have differing success in reducing covariance, but that overall, generalisation error is reduced most by INCL. Consequently it appears that INCL is better suited to successfully exploit the trade-off between reducing covariance whilst also maintaining a low bias. 
B. Correlation of Outputs
C. Joint Correct Sets
One method to analyse diversity in the final ensemble is to compare their correct response sets [7] . Here we define the correct response set of a network , ª , as the set of examples it correctly classifies. We also define the joint correct response set between networks and , ª , as the set of examples that both networks classify correctly. Table   V shows the mean individual correct response sets, ª , and the mean joint correct response sets for all networks in the final population, ª , over 30 runs for both EENCL and INCL. Interestingly, whilst our previous work [6] found no significant difference between the size of correct response sets when changing the local search in EENCL, here the results are all found to be significantly different except the joint set for the Breast Cancer dataset, using a Student t-test with a 1% confidence interval (table VI) .
The joint sets for INCL are higher for all the tested datasets, indicating that by this measure EENCL produces more diverse ensembles. This is as expected, since implicit fitness sharing rewards diversity based on the overlap of correct response sets. This does not however necessarily translate into a higher accuracy as seen in table I. EENCL is therefore enforcing a larger degree of diversity than is desirable. INCL on the other hand does not enforce diversity (during evolution) but merely provides a framework where divesity can prosper. These results provide evidence that the latter approach may be preferable, especially when it is unclear how well a particular measure of diversity is suited to a problem.
V. CONCLUSIONS Our analysis shows that implicit fitness sharing may not be the best way to encourage diverse and accurate evolved ensembles. We find that more accurate ensembles can be produced by providing the conditions for diversity to survive at the global evolutionary level through sub-populations, rather than attempting to enforce a particular definition of diversity within the fitness evaluation. Our results show that in terms of correlation, fitness sharing does not produce more diverse ensembles than the island model in INCL across the datasets we tested. In terms of joint correct sets however, EENCL does produce significantly more diverse ensembles on three out of four datasets as this is the type of diversity that is being encouraged. That this does not translate into improved performance over INCL is evidence that this type of diversity is given too much weight in the EENCL algorithm. We suggest that better results can be obtained by methods that allow diversity to evolve, since they do not attempt to impose a potentially unsuitable predefined concept of 'useful' diversity to an arbitrary problem. It would be helpful to investigate further how successful NCL is in decorrelating the networks in sub-populations of varying sizes. Also it would be interesting to examine how diverse the sub-populations in the algorithm are from one another during evolution. This would be especially important if migration were added to the algorithm.
